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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

This deliverable concludes the reporting for work package 3 “New Technologies for Asset Creation”. Aspects 

required to make lightfields applicable to current production workflows under the task 3.2 “Transcoding of 

Lightfield Assets” are introduced. The deliverable describes optimization and evaluation of several state-of-

the-art image and video compression standards for both lightfield still images and videos [4D, 4.5D, 5D 

lightfields]. Specifically, the implementation of pseudo-temporal sequencing of lightfield assets compliant 

to H.265/HEVC encoders and extracting high resolution lightfield assets compatible with industrial standards 

such as OpenEXR and PSD are dealt with. In addition, the deliverable discusses experimentation using 

several recent formats such as JPEG Pleno, AV1 and XVC. The majority of the testing is performed on the 

assets defined and created in D3.1 “Asset and Capturing Plan” and D3.2 “Smart Assets via Lightfield 

Capture” respectively.  

2. BACKGROUND 

SAUCE aims in providing solutions for adapting lightfield assets to several current production workflows. In 

work package 3, tools for transcoding and efficient storage and transmission of lightfield assets captured 

and reported in D3.2 are dealt with. 

Transcoding is the process of converting media files from one encoding format to another, allowing 

interoperability between devices and applications. With the varied possibilities to capture and represent 

light modalities such as in 360 degree view, multiview imaging and as 4D, 4.5D, 5D lightfields, the captured 

information is beyond color intensities and provides comprehensive post-processing capabilities and aid in 

engaging the audience in an immersive experience. However, the current production workflows are 

designed for handling conventional 2D images and require the new imaging modalities to be adapted into 

the pipeline. 

Pre-processing of image data is a well-known approach to obtain a reduced bit rate of the compressed 

bitstream. It is often performed by exploiting spatial and temporal correlation. In the last decade, the state-

of-the-art image and video compression committees have been working on standardizing lightfield 

compression. MPEG-I1 is a collection of standards to digitally represent immersive media and the committee 

is engaged on both multi-dimensional audio and video representations. JPEG Pleno2 standardizes all 

plenoptic modalities such as lightfields, point clouds and holographic representations. However, with 

increased dimensions the challenge of efficient compression is still unexplored. In WP3 we develop tools for 

pre-processing the different dimensions cleverly to exploit both spatial and temporal redundancies and 

efficiently adapt the lightfield assets for compression using the available state-of-the-art codecs. 

3. INTRODUCTION 

This document is structured in accordance with the different tools developed in WP3 for the adaptation of 

lightfield assets. Chapter 4, introduces the various pre-processing techniques, such as pseudo-temporal 

sequencing and proximity maximization between the different Sub-Aperture Images (SAIs) to achieve 

maximum prediction gain, which are implemented by USAAR. BUT has contributed in focus shifted lightfield 

compression by processing the SAIs in extreme positions prior to compression. Chapter 5, describes the 

algorithms and methodologies that transform raw capture data into assets that are directly usable and in 

the format that existing tools can understand. USAAR’s hierarchical H.264 encoder with simplified interview 

prediction and backwards compatible PSD and OpenEXR file format converters are discussed. The status of 

the ongoing work with the JPEG Pleno committee is also reported in detail. BUT’s evaluation of the several 

state-of-the-art video compression formats such as H.265, AV1, XVC, and the upcoming VVC on lightfield 

data are described. Special transcoding formats from TCD include the extension of the Binarised Octal 

Orientation Maps (BOOM) for 2D images to Spatio-Angular Binarised Orientation Maps (SABOM) for 4D 

lightfields and extension of Fourier Disparity Layer (FDL) for high resolution lightfield reconstruction. Chapter 

6, showcases how the tools built in WP3 help in evolving the lightfields captured in SAUCE to SAUCE assets. 

                                                
1 https://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-i 
2 https://jpeg.org/jpegpleno/ 

https://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-i
https://jpeg.org/jpegpleno/
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Chapter 7, concludes all the WP3 contributions. The relevant bibliographies to this deliverable can be 

referred to in chapter 8. 

3.1. Main objectives and goals 

This deliverable primarily reports on the different tools developed in WP3 to showcase the adaptation from 

SAUCE-captured lightfields to SAUCE assets. As a closure of WP3, this document discusses how the assets 

captured during the project, as reported in D3.1 and D3.2 are made fully adaptable for the application of 

higher layer algorithms used by the different project partners. 

3.2. Terminology 

4D lightfield: An assembly of images captured from different perspectives and hence comprising different 

rays from the same scene. The four dimensions are two spatial and two angular dimensions, commonly 

represented as the intersection of a ray with two well defined planes. Major difference between general 

multi-view content and lightfield content is that the camera’s extrinsic matrix (position and viewing direction 

of the camera) is known and included in the data set to have a 1:1 mapping of any 4D co-ordinate to the 

position and direction of the ray it represents. 

5D lightfield: In case the rays – or assemblies of rays – in a 4D lightfield are captured at different times 

each ray or assembly of rays needs to carry the temporal information as a 5th dimension. This is extremely 

important if the scene is not static but contains moving objects. 

4.5D lightfield: A 5D lightfield in which all cameras are genlocked and hence run with the same temporal 

sampling frequency and the same sampling phase. 4.5D lightfields are a subset of 5D lightfields often simply 

referred to as lightfield video. 

3.3. Convention 

The deliverables in WP3 will use the following conventions: 

We will use italics for emphasis, underlined for items that directly relate to the topic of the deliverable (i.e. 

asset names and locations in the current deliverable) and monospace for code and pseudo code. 

3.4. Relation to the Self-Assessment Plan (D1.2) 

The deliverable refers to work package 3 “New Technologies for Asset Creation” and the success indicators 

of task T2: “Transcoding of Lightfield Assets” are assessed: 

 

The transcoding tools for pre-processing, coding and distributing lightfields in a way compatible with or 

applicable to current production work-flows has been successfully developed. The algorithms and 

methodologies make adoption easier and more practical, especially, efficient ones for processing raw 

capture data into assets that are directly usable and in the format that existing tools can understand. USAAR 

has implemented a hierarchical H.264 encoder with simplified interview prediction and backwards 

compatible PSD and OpenEXR file format converters which allow interoperability between imaging 

applications and devices. Also, pseudo-temporal sequencing and proximity maximization between the 

different views to achieve maximum prediction gain with HEVC codec has been implemented and evaluated. 

BUT has been contributing to lightfield compression based on the industry standard JPEG 2000 and other 

recent AV1 and XVC standards. TCD has carried out work on extension of the Binarised Octal Orientation 

Maps (BOOM) for 2D images to a Spatio-Angular Binarised Orientation Maps (SABOM) for 4D lightfields and 

extension of Fourier Disparity Layer (FDL) for high resolution lightfield reconstruction. 

 

Advance on the state of the art: lightfield representations and encodings that are compatible with 

current production workflows.  

Assessment: Achieved; pseudo-temporal sequencing converters for HEVC, transcoders to integrate 

OpenEXR and PSD formats, maximizing the prediction gain in HEVC for lightfield assets 

 

Technology improvement: progressive integration into production workflow of SAUCE partners, with at 
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least two partners using an asset that has been captured as a lightfield.  

Assessment: Achieved; use of the ‘Unfolding’ asset (USAAR, FA, TCD, UPF, BUT) and the ‘HaToy’ asset 

(USAAR, TCD, BUT).  

 

Timetable: laboratory testing and refinement of transcoders in WP3T2 from M24-30, followed by tests and 

evaluations in WP8 in M30-36.  

Assessment: Achieved and still maturing; USAAR’s camera array deployed for the production of the 

“Elements” assets at FA and for the “Unfolding” shooting at SR, a public broadcaster (Saarländischer 

Rundfunk). Also, several accepted research publications [ICCE’18, BMSB’19, BMSB’20, NEM’20] on the 

transcoders and the compression of lightfield assets.   

 

4. Pre-processing Techniques 

4.1. Optimized Sequencing 

4.1.1. Pseudo-Temporal Reordering 

USAAR has developed a low-complexity pre-processing approach for lightfield compression by pseudo-

temporal sequencing of frames suitable for state-of-the-art codecs. 

 

Figure 1: Corrected lenslet image 

Small assets captured using a handheld lightfield cameras like the Lytro Illum produce Light Field RAW 

(LFR) images. The raw sensor data is preprocessed using the lightfield toolbox3, by applying demosaicing, 

devignetting and yields a corrected lenslet image as shown in Figure 1. The lenslet image is converted into 

the 4D lightfield data structure consisting of 2D RGB frames (or SAIs), as shown in Figure 2a). Since, these 

lightfields are captured within a restricted viewing angle and the perspective change between the SAIs is 

small, they are highly correlated. Therefore the redundancy can be exploited by inter frame prediction with 

optimal reordering technique. 

 
Figure 2: Concatenated SAIs 

a) 4D LF structure, b) Pseudo-temporally reordered 

                                                
3 https://dgd.vision/Tools/LFToolbox/ 

https://dgd.vision/Tools/LFToolbox/
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Figure 3: Reordering Techniques 

 a) linewise, b) tiling, c) zigzag, d) circular (proposed) 

In comparison to available reordering techniques like linewise Figure 3a), tiling Figure 3b) or zigzag Figure 

3c), the proposed circular scanning as shown in Figure 3d) maximizes the data redundancy. From Figure 

2a) it can be observed due to hexagonal lenslets sampled to rectangular SAIs, some of the corner SAIs 

contain black parts and no information of the scene. By reordering using the proposed technique, these 

SAIs are arranged consecutively towards the end as shown in Figure 2b). The resulting pseudo-temporal 

sequence outperforms the state-of-the-art reordering techniques by exploiting the high spatial redundancy 

as the arrangement fits well the inter frame prediction model of the video codecs, producing efficient 

compression. The evaluation results are published in the research paper [1]. 

4.1.2. Proximity Maximizer 

With multi-camera arrays, in addition to capturing the 4D lightfields, the temporal information per ray or 

per assemblies of rays are captured as the 5th dimension. To overcome the challenges imposed by additional 

dimensions in lightfields, USAAR has implemented a pre-processing technique for the integration of 

lightfields into standard video processing chains, by algorithmically re-ordering the image data to maximize 

the proximity between the neighboring frames both spatially and temporally.  

 

Figure 4: Processing Pipeline 

The core of the processing pipeline, as illustrated in Figure 4, is the proximity maximizer implementation, 

which generates the re-ordering layout based on the camera array setup and the user desired start position. 

Predicting a sequence of images works ideally when the image to be predicted has immediate neighbors 

that are already coded and are available for prediction in the picture buffer. Hence, a sequence which 

maximizes the availability of processed cells (aka. image from a camera position) during prediction of a new 

cell is desirable. This forms the motivation of the proximity maximizer algorithm. The algorithm tries to 

maximize the neighbor count by greedily selecting the next optimal cell location to be predicted in the 

sequence having the maximum neighbors. The process starts with a cell position selected by the user as 

the key SAI, hence the user has the possibility to decide which parts of the scene would be covered by the 

key frames. Then the algorithm finds the next cell in traversal path by searching through all unvisited cells, 

for the one with the maximum number of neighbors. If multiple cells are found with the same number of 

maximum neighbors, the first position is considered. This functionality is achieved by the GetNextPosition 

procedure which in turn calls the GetNeighbourCount to compute the number of cells available with in the 

immediate proximity. Then the best found candidate is positioned in the re-ordering layout. The process 

continues until all cells are optimally re-positioned.  

The state-of-the-art video codec [2] imposes an upper bound over the size of the Decoded Picture Buffer 

(MaxDpbSize) to a maximum of 16 frames (in our case Sub-Aperture Images SAIs), which includes 15 

previously coded SAIs, available as references + the current SAI, to be predicted. However, most of the 

decoders and current production workflows operate appropriately on a much lower number of active 
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reference frames, with maximum of 8 as the limitation. Taking these scenarios into consideration we have 

also included the degree of freedom in the algorithm to decide the queue size for potential neighbours, to 

not to overflow the buffer limit of the reference pictures for prediction.  

The re-ordering layout is then utilized for re-ordering the SAIs and the process has been discussed in detail 

in section 6.2. Once the SAIs are re-ordered, they are combined into a video stream which forms the input 

for the codec. The picture reference lists for the coding structure are generated with the last eight frames 

for prediction. This also aids in overcoming the downside in few cases where the algorithm looks only at its 

immediate neighbors and suffers from the local maxima problem while finding the best path. Then the 

complete coding structure is generated for the desired Group of Pictures (GOP). The coding structure is 

integrated into the overall configuration file which is used for coding the input video stream.  

   

Figure 5: A sample SAI (zoomed and cropped uniformly)  
left: original, middle: HEIC predicted; right: proposed HEVC predicted 

The streams are predictively coded with the HEVC reference implementation4. Figure 5 shows an original 

SAI and the same SAI predicted at 0.1bpp using HEVC and HEIC, the most currently deployed state-of-the-

art image codec. Examining the compressed SAIs show evident distortions in the scene parts with the fast 

moving objects like the CD drive and the spin top. It can be seen that the prints on the spin top are highly 

distorted when the SAI is intra predicted using HEIC compared to HEVC which uses the neighboring SAIs 

as references, maximizing the prediction gain. By algorithmically resorting the candidates based on the 

scene we directly influence the prediction. 

4.2. Focus shifted compression 

Several methods to compress 4D lightfields have been proposed recently. Some try to compress directly 

the data from sensor preceded by microlenses (lenslet image). The other compresses the resulting 4D 

lightfield. We focus only on the latter ones.  

 

Since 4D LF are sequences of 2D images (views), the 2D compression methods may be used to code the 

views independently. However, such methods fail to exploit pixel correlations in all four dimensions. Similar 

reasoning can be used for 3D methods. We were interested in examining the effects of LF compression in 

three and four dimensions. Since the similarity of adjacent pixels in the third and fourth dimensions strongly 

depends on the camera baseline, different results can be expected depending on the baseline distance. 

Especially in the case of the large camera baselines, the corresponding pixels are far from each other. To 

counter this, the original images can be shifted in such a way so they would contain the most of 

corresponding pixels in close neighborhood. 

                                                
4 https://hevc.hhi.fraunhofer.de/ 

https://hevc.hhi.fraunhofer.de/
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Figure 6 shows such pre-processing of images in extreme positions - top-left and bottom-right camera so 

the corresponding parts of the image are positioned close to each other. In Figure 7, the evaluation of the 

compression method is shown in the terms of PSNR between original images and decompressed images. 

 

  

Figure 6: Shift-transformed images. 

 
Figure 7: Evaluation of compression without and with focus shifting. 

5. Transcoding of Lightfields  

5.1. Still Image Formats 

5.1.1. Open EXR / PSD 

As lightfields, unlike conventional images, include both color intensity and angular information, it is essential 

to adapt lightfields to be handled by file formats designed for assemblies of 2D images, allowing 

interoperability between imaging applications and devices. USAAR has developed implementations to 

transcode lightfields to OpenEXR and PSD file formats, which are widely used in several current production 

workflows.  

Photoshop document (PSD)5 is a layered image file format, which allows the user to work with the 

images’ individual layers even after the file has been generated. The PSD file structure consists of a File 

Header, Color Mode Data, Image Resources, Layer and Mask Information, and Image Data. Metadata for 

PSD files can be stored using the Extensible Metadata Platform (XMP), which is built on XML. XMP facilitates 

the exchange of metadata between Adobe applications and across publishing workflows. 

                                                
5 https://www.adobe.com/photoshop 

https://www.adobe.com/photoshop
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Figure 8: Transcoding to PSD format 

The transcoding layout as shown in Figure 8, is implemented to write all the SAIs from the 4D lightfield 

data structure as layers to a PDF file and the accompanying metadata as a json file. The json is exported 

along with the PSD output file. Our implementation can also revert back the PSD file and retrieve the SAIs 

in a 4D lightfield format. The json file is also parsed and the metadata contained in this file is exported to 

the structure as given in the input of the write process. 

The OpenEXR format6 is a powerful image file format that is both high dynamic range (HDR) and space 

efficient. It was developed by Industrial Light & Magic (ILM) as an open source format and is now widely 

used in the VFX industry and computer imaging applications. The standard provides substantial advantages 

over conventional multiplexed video files and images, for special effects in media environment. It can store 

many data channels, which allows for maximum flexibility in compositing. 

 

Figure 9: EXR file with 225 SAIs, including metadata 

  

                                                
6 http://www.openexr.com/ 

http://www.openexr.com/
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The OpenEXR format supports multiple layers/channels and in different formats. There are two possibilities 

for writing the SAIs. The first option is the multipart format, which allows integration of multiple views as 

required, however, the views are stored separately, where each view is a standalone EXR file. The other 

option is using the multiview format. This format can embed several SAIs of the lightfield image within a 

single EXR file. OpenEXR also allows storing of an arbitrary number of additional attributes, in an image file, 

which gives the possibility for integrating the required metadata as shown in Figure 9, represented using 

the FO’s Nuke software7. We have generated a pipeline which extracts and integrates all the image content 

along with the metadata from the lightfield data structure within a multiview EXR file as shown in Figure 

10. The pipeline also aids in reading and extracting the data back to the original format. 

 

Figure 10: Transcoding to OpenEXR format 

In addition, we have also evaluated the different EXR compressions (lossy and lossless)8. The major reason 

for lightfields to gain traction in media productions is due to its varied post-processing capabilities, therefore, 

we have assessed the quality of the compressed images using LF applications. We have considered the 

works from TCD for this purpose. They have proposed denoising [3] and super-resolution [4] techniques 

via sparse coding for 4D lightfields and their reference software was employed for testing the compressed 

lightfields and the evaluation results are showcased in the research publication [5]. 

 

5.1.2. JPEG PLENO 

USAAR is an appointed member of the JPEG group (the national representative – DIN9 ) and has participated 

and contributed in several meetings, representing project SAUCE. Based on the interests from the JPEG 

Pleno community, USAAR has designed and captured the HaToy asset. 

                                                
7 https://www.foundry.com/products/nuke 
8 https://www.exr-io.com/openexr-data-compression/ 
9 https://www.din.de/en 

https://www.foundry.com/products/nuke
https://www.exr-io.com/openexr-data-compression/
https://www.din.de/en
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JPEG Pleno is an emerging standard that aims to support newer light representations such as point clouds, 

lightfields and holographic imaging. The standard is being exclusively designed to code all modalities of 

plenoptic functions and provide full functionality to include metadata, image manipulation and interaction. 

Although the international standard is yet to be published, as members of the community, we have been 

actively experimenting with the Pleno VM (Verification Model), using the assets we captured in SAUCE. 

For coding lightfields, Pleno offers two independent and conceptually different codecs. The MULE codec 

performs transform coding and works efficiently only on lenslet lightfields. The WASP codec uses prediction 

coding and is an option for both lenslet and camera array images (dense and sparse lightfields). It is a 

depth based / disparity compensated prediction, which uses occlusion aware depth estimation. The codec 

utilizes normalized disparity for warping the reference SAIs to the target SAIs and the prediction works 

efficiently for planar camera configurations. For very dense datasets the warping is performed hierarchically 

based on least-squares method. 

The main functionality of the WASP codec is to predict each target view based on the reference views. The 

codec requires high quality depth estimation as it is necessary to efficiently reconstruct the side views. For 

each reference, its corresponding disparities, both horizontal and vertical, anchored at the side view is 

obtained by warping its reciprocal depth. Then a disparity refinement process using motion vectors is 

performed to overcome scaling issues with regard to vertical and horizontal baselines. To merge the warped 

reference views, the least-squares view merging is executed, thereby minimizing the sum of residuals for 

every pixel. The last prediction stage is used to find which of the regressors are required in a prediction 

template to perform final convolution of the merged warped image with a sparse predictor. 

As WASP requires both texture and disparity information of the SAIs for prediction, USAAR adapted the 

HaToy texture maps in PPM format and generated the disparity maps using TCD’s optical flow based depth 

map estimation algorithm [6]. We evaluated our dataset using the maximum likelihood estimator [7] (of 

the normalized disparity). The views 001_001, 001_006, 006_001, and 006_006 were used as the reference 

views, since these views have neighbors on all sides and makes disparity estimation straightforward. The 

PSNR-YUV results of view reconstruction demonstrate acceptable quality. 

PSNR - YUV [dB]; HaToy Dataset: Frame 40 -- 64 SAIs 
32.14    33.81    32.71    32.93    33.56    33         34.57    32.24 
34.89    43.68    37.31    35.16    35.27    37.33    43.34    34.45 
34.54    36.05    35.58    35.27    35.28    35.76    35.89    33.26 
33.12    34.42    35.33    34.75    34.76    34.74    34.32    32.09 
32.75    35.15    34.47    35.29    34.99    34.9      34.64    32.29 
32.81    36.18    35.69    35.68    35.22    35.67    36.02    33.66 
35.10    44.20    37.66    35.80    35.57    35.98    43.60    35.32 
31.55    32.76    32.59    31.90    32.11    31.82    32.25    31.28 

USAAR is currently working on generating its own disparity maps for the HaToy dataset, targeting accurate 

and very high prediction results. Further, the HaToy dataset will be hosted as a Pleno test dataset in the 

JPEG database. The developments on this will be discussed and included in WP9 - Dissemination and 

Exploitation. 

5.2. Video Formats 

5.2.1. Hierarchical H.264 encoder 

For applications which do not require the highest image quality, but can cope with compressed footage, we 

developed a real-time streaming approach which allows to stream the footage from all cameras in 

H.264/MVC encoded streams. Even though those streams have been standardized nearly 10 years ago, no 

optimized implementations exist for more than two views per stream, neither for encoders nor for decoders. 

In order to use the standard more optimally and to facilitate real-time streaming of the camera footage, we 

created a real-time H.264/MVC encoder and decoder chain that exploits the similarities of H.264/MVC to 

H.264/AVC for which optimized algorithms exist in hardware and software. 
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After a version which simply multiplexed multiple pre-coded AVC streams into a standard-compliant MVC 

stream and ran in real-time, we created two prototypes for the addition of inter-view prediction into the 

encoder. This was important because inter-view prediction is the main enhancement of MVC over AVC and 

we lose a lot of encoding efficiency without it. The idea of the first prototype is shown in Figure 11. It starts 

with the extraction of the I-frames from every input stream, decoding them and combining them into an 

additional AVC stream with normal inter-frame prediction which reduces the overall size of these frames 

significantly. In a second step, the transcoder replaces the I-frames from the original streams with their 

respective re-coded versions and multiplexes the input streams into a single MVC stream. The main 

drawback of this approach is the fact that all frames which are not replaced by the transcoder now reference 

a slightly different image than when their predictions were calculated during precoding and therefore the 

overall quality of the final stream slightly decreases. In total we lose about 1 dB on all frames compared to 

the reference MVC encoder. 

The second prototype mainly follows the same structure as the first. The main difference is that it pauses 

the precoders after the first frame, sends the results to the transcoder where the inter-view prediction is 

calculated. These new reference frames are transferred back to the precoders and spliced into their 

respective decoded picture buffers (DPB). Then the precoders resume work as normal and the transcoder 

just multiplexes the pre-coded streams without further modifications. This leads to a higher overall quality 

because the frames following the I-frames now use their original reference. 

The two prototypes have only been evaluated to be real-time capable based on the amount of added 

complexity to the different stages compared to the simple multiplexer. A productive version of these 

prototypes requires two or three slightly modified versions of an existing optimized AVC encoder, 

respectively. Since their implementation requires a significant amount of resources and there was no need 

for a production version, it has not been undertaken until now. 

 

 

Figure 11: Structure of a real-time MVC encoder with fake inter-view prediction 

 
5.2.2. Compression using H.265, AV1, VP9 and XVC 

Since the storage and transmission requirements for 4D lightfield data are tremendous, compression 

techniques for these data are gaining momentum in recent years. We evaluate the impact of state-of-the-

art video compression methods on lightfield data. 

 

Lightfield views are usually captured as images from various positions in the scene taken by a camera grid, 

single moving camera, or plenoptic camera capturing multiple views on a single sensor. Since these views 

resemble video frames, state-of-the-art video formats were chosen for the experiments described in this 

paper. In accordance with our previous experience [8], we have chosen H.265, AV1, XVC, and upcoming 

VVC video formats. 
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H.265 (also called HEVC) is a successor of widely used H.264. Compared to its predecessor, H.265 offers 

almost 50% better compression in certain cases while maintaining the same visual quality. The main 

difference is that while H.264 uses DCT on fixed-sized blocks, H.265 uses similar transforms on coding tree 

units (CTUs) having variable sizes up to 64 × 64 pixels. Improved motion compensation and spatial 

prediction methods in H.265 come with the cost of higher computation requirement than H.264. The main 

advantage of H.265 is its support in various areas including GPUs. 

 

AV1 is the competitor of H.265 and achieves generally the same compression performance. The main 

purpose of AV1 is to offer a royalty-free alternative to H.265. It has been developed by the Alliance for 

Open Media as a successor of VP9 adopting concepts from VP10 development. While AV1 aims to be an 

Internet video standard, the hardware requirements are higher than H.265. We use the reference libaom 

library to compress lightfield data. 

 

Divideon released the new xvc (referred to herein as XVC) codec in 2017 aiming to offer better compression 

quality than both H.265 and AV1 and to be less computationally complex than AV1. The xvc format uses 

the same block-based compression scheme as the previously mentioned formats. One of the main 

differences is that xvc uses non-square coding units in the transform and prediction phase. Other features 

providing better results are adaptive motion vector prediction, affine motion prediction, cross-component 

prediction, transform selection and local illumination compensation.  

 

VVC is expected to be finalized at the end of 2020. The main motivation for its development is the 

expectation of 4K and 16K video resolution becoming a standard video format along with a spread of 360-

degree and HDR videos. Preliminary tests show that at least 30% quality improvement can be reached just 

by improving methods used in H.265 using newer algorithms. Unfinished VVC implementation already 

outperforms AV1 in certain cases. 

 

According to our experience from the previous work, we also decided to include a common image method 

extended to four dimensions. This method is referred to as the LF4 format. The method begins by finding 

the optimal disparity for offsetting image views, minimizing the average error. Views are further interpreted 

as a four-dimensional body, divided into an array of arbitrarily sized hyperblocks and compressed by a 

method that extends the JPEG into four dimensions. 

 

 
Figure 12: Dataset of 4D lightfields used for evaluation 

Evaluation 

We evaluate the impact of compression methods on the quality of refocused images and point clouds 

reconstructed from 4D lightfield data. Our dataset consists of nine 4D lightfields based on all three types of 
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capturing devices. The first four lightfields were captured using Lytro Illum B01 plenoptic camera, another 

two using conventional moving camera (using simple motorized gantry and Canon Digital Rebel XTi camera). 

The other two were captured using an 8 × 8 multi-camera array (grid), and the last one is 8 × 8 synthetic 

lightfield rendered on a computer. 

 

We evaluate the impact of compression methods on the quality of refocused images and 3D point clouds 

reconstructed from 4D lightfield data. The refocus of the 4D lightfields at the virtual focal plane is achieved 

using the shift-sum algorithm. The intermediate frames, computed from interpolation of the dense optical 

flow, are subsequently added to the resulting refocused image, increasing the spatial resolution of the LF 

and smoothing the artifacts. The 3D pointclouds are computed using modified incremental Structure from 

Motion (SfM) pipeline, constrained by the known configuration of LF camera array or gantry such as the 

inherent grid structure, camera calibration parameters and baseline. 

 

 

Figure 13: Comparison of different compression 
formats on views rendered for multiple focal planes 

Figure 14: Comparison of different 
compression formats on 3D point clouds 

reconstructed from 4D lightfields 

Figure 13 visualizes dependencies of the PSNR on the bitrate. The first thing we can notice is that only the 

XVC was able to cover the lowest bitrates and qualities. For most bitrates, the XVC is dominated by the 

VVC. However, this difference is very small. It should be noted that the VVC format has not yet been 

finalized and improvements can be expected with the advent of high-quality encoders. H.265 exhibits 

consistently the worst performance. Finally, except for the highest bitrates on Lytro lightfields, the four-
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dimensional compression method (LF4) failed on all data and all bitrates. 

 

In Figure 14, the distortion rises with lower bitrate, which is caused by higher noise and reduced number 

of vertices present in the point clouds. Although the trend of increasing distortion with lower bitrate is clear, 

slight oscillations can be observed. This occurs due to a rather complex process of the point cloud 

reconstruction in combination with the closest point registration. Apart from these oscillations, the findings 

described in the previous paragraph are still valid. 

 

Currently, the best results are achieved by VVC and XVC. The VVC will be finalized in 2020. Compressing 

lightfield data as a four-dimensional body did not prove viable, mainly due to too small similarity between 

adjacent views. Eventually, it turned out that lightfields can be compressed much more than independent 

images while maintaining the same perceived visual quality. 

5.3. Special Formats 

5.3.1.  Spatio-Angular Binarised Orientation Maps (SABOM) 

A novel binary descriptor for 4D lightfield assets has been developed by TCD [9], which extends the existing 

BOOM descriptor [10] for 2D images to 4D lightfields by exploiting the angular dimensions in addition to 

the spatial dimensions. 

More precisely, the new Spatio-Angular Binarised Orientation Maps (SABOM) descriptor consists in a 

collection of binarised gradient response maps computed on a 16x16 patch. The input patch is divided into 

16 4x4 pixel blocks arranged on a regular grid for which the spatial gradient response is evaluated along 8 

spatial directions. In addition, we evaluate the angular gradient response for 8 4x4 pixel blocks over 16 

angular directions. This results in a 256 bits descriptor concatenating the 128 bits from the binarised spatial 

gradient response and the 128 bits from the angular one.  This binary descriptor can be efficiently 

implemented, and advantageously integrated in some of the tools already developed by TCD in order to 

speed up processing time, such as disparity estimation [6], denoising [3], super-resolution [4], or colour 

correction [11]. 

Figure 15: Locations of the 16 spatial bins and 8 angular bins within the 16x16 input patch. On the right 

are represented the 8 orientation vectors used for the computation of the spatial gradient response and 

the additional 8 vectors used for the angular gradient response 

5.3.2. Fourier Disparity Layer (FDL) 

The Fourier Disparity Layer (FDL) model is a representation of lightfields allowing efficient processing by 

fully exploiting the parallelisation capabilities of modern GPUs [12]. 

In the FDL representation, the scene is decomposed into a set of additive layers and each layer of index k 

is associated to a disparity value dk representing its depth. Any view of the lightfield at angular coordinate 

(u,v) is directly reconstructed as the sum of the layers shifted with a translation vector (u.dk, v.dk). The 

construction of layers from lightfield views is performed efficiently in the Fourier Domain thanks to a linear 
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least squares optimisation problem formulated independently for each frequency component (efficiently 

solved with parallel processing on a GPU). This is made possible by the fact that in the Fourier domain, the 

shifting operation simply consists in multiplying each frequency component by a complex weight, hence 

resulting in a linear relationship between views and layers. 

The FDL representation has been extended for lightfield super-resolution, demosaicing and completion 

applications [13], which can be especially useful for decoding lightfields from raw Lytro Illum data (see 

Figure 16).  

A method for encoding the FDL model for compression and streaming purposes has also been proposed in 

[14], where a binary tree structure is constructed from the layers to encode the FDL in a hierarchical 

manner, thus providing a scalable representation for lightfield streaming. More precisely, the root of the 

binary tree consists of a single compound layer obtained as the sum of all the original layers, which 

corresponds to the rendered central view. Subsequent levels of the tree are obtained by splitting a parent 

layer into two children layers whose sum is equal to the parent layer. Hence, the FDL model is recursively 

refined with additional layers at each new level, resulting in a scalable representation. An efficient scheme 

is used to encode a single image in order to split a parent layer into its two children. Thanks to this approach, 

the total number of images to decode for receiving the complete tree is equal to the number of layers in 

the original FDL model, which is typically smaller than the number of views required in the traditional 

lightfield representation. 

Currently, the FDL representation is best suited for dense input lightfields, and exhibits angular aliasing 

artefacts when applied to sparse lightfields (see Figure 16). Improvement of the FDL model for sparse 

lightfields is an ongoing research topic. 

Figure 16: Example of lightfield view rendering with refocusing from dense Lytro Illum lightfield (left) and 
sparse lightfield (right) using the FDL Matlab interface 

6. SAUCE-captured lightfields to SAUCE-assets 

This chapter showcases briefly on how the tools built in WP3 help in evolving the lightfields captured in 

SAUCE to SAUCE assets. Two techniques have been elaborately demonstrated for understanding. 

6.1. FDL processing 

The Matlab code for the FDL model is available on github10. We describe here the main steps to process a 

lightfield using this code. 

                                                
10 https://github.com/LEPENDUM/FDL-Toolbox 

https://github.com/LEPENDUM/FDL-Toolbox
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6.1.1.  Input 

The input lightfield is expected to be loaded in a Matlab 5D array, where the first component corresponds 

to the vertical spatial axis (Y), the second component corresponds to the horizontal spatial axis (X), the 

third component corresponds to the colour channels, the fourth component corresponds to the vertical 

angular axis (V), and the fifth component corresponds to the horizontal angular axis (U). Any user-defined 

function can be used to load the lightfield, but note that for convenience a utility function named loadLF 

is provided, where the expected input is a folder containing a set of image files which format is compatible 

with the Matlab imread function (call imformats to see a list of supported formats and their file 

extensions). 

6.1.2.  FDL calibration 

Once the lightfield is loaded, the FDL calibration step estimates the set of disparities for which to compute 

the layers, and the grid of UV component corresponding to the input views. Note that the UV coordinates 

correspond to the FDL internal model rather than a metric position. However, if the UV position of the input 

views are known beforehand, as it is the case for the SAUCE-assets, they can be used for initialization. 

The FDL calibration is based on a gradient descent (see [8] [12] for more details) and can be computed 

using the CalibrateFDL_UVD_gpu function (a CPU version is also available, but slower). The order of 

magnitude of the computation time for this step varies from a few seconds to a few minutes depending on 

the lightfield size. 

6.1.3.  FDL construction 

Once the FDL model is calibrated, the layers can be computed using a closed form solution (which is thus 

faster than the calibration), implemented in the function ComputeFDL_gpu (a CPU version is also available, 

but slower). Other functions are available which implements the FDL extensions and allows performing 

super-resolution, demosaicing and completion applications [9]: ComputeFDL_SparseReg_cpu, 

ComputeFDL_SuperRes_gpu, and FDL_Complete_SuperRes. 

The order of magnitude of the computation time for this step varies from a tenth of a second to a few 

seconds depending on the lightfield size. 

6.1.4.  FDL rendering 

Once the FDL model is computed, it can be used to render views from the lightfield at any requested UV 

position with or without refocusing. The user is also free to set the refocusing parameters such as the focus 

depth or the synthetic aperture shape and size. By design, the rendering operation only consists in shifting 

and summing the disparity layers in the Fourier domain, which allows a fast implementation in GPU. A user 

interface shown in Figure 16 is provided, and can be called with the RenderAppMain function. 

Alternatively, all the rendering parameters can be scripted as in the example below: 

 

% Create RenderModel 

rMod = RenderModel(FDL, fullSize, crop, Disps, 0); 

% Adjust parameters 

rMod.setApShape('ring'); 

rMod.setApThickness(.2); 

rMod.computeAperture(); 

rMod.setPosition(5,-5); 

rMod.setRadius(2); 

rMod.setFocus(94); 

% Render the image 

rMod.renderImage(); 

figure,imshow(rMod.Image); 

 

The order of magnitude of the computation time for this step is in milliseconds. 
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6.2.  Proximity Maximizer Processing 

The main steps of section 4.1.2 proximity maximizer are discussed in detail to exhibit how SAUCE captured 

HaToy lightfields are made to SAUCE assets. 

6.2.1 Input 

The HaToy dataset, captured using the USAAR camera array consists of 80 full frames from each camera 

and available for different spatio-temporal capturing patterns to exhibit novel 5𝐷𝐿𝐹 characteristics. These 

unique sub-framing patterns are derived using two-dimensional bit reversal permutation. From the different 

sub-framing patterns discussed in [15] and also from one of the sample pattern shown in Figure 17 for 

understanding, it can be seen that neighboring cameras have different phases and the phases are 

equidistantly distributed within the grid.  

 

With respect to the 5𝐷𝐿𝐹 representation, we have 𝑡 = 0: 1: 𝑁, whereby, 0. . 𝑁 − 1 belongs to one full frame 

and hence the spacing is 1/(𝑁 ∗ 40) seconds (or 25𝑚𝑠/𝑁). 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the camera indices from 0..7, but 

for intuitive understanding we have the camera numbering, from top left (0) to bottom right (63). Before 

predicting the HaToy SAIs, the most interesting objects to consider are the fast spinning ones like the CD 

drive and the spin top. From Figure 17, we can observe that only parts of these objects’ texture are visible 

on each camera.  For sub-framing by a factor of 4 the center cameras #27, 28, 35, 36 respectively stem from 

four different sub-frames  #3, 1, 2, 0 and hence have a high temporal resolution for moving and a high 

angular resolution for static parts of the scene, while cameras #18, 20, 34, 36 all stem from the same sub-

frame #0 and hence are angular neighbors for moving parts of the scene. 

 

 

Figure 17: Understanding the HaToy dataset 

6.2.2 Re-ordering Layout 

The re-ordering layout shown in Figure 18 is generated for a 8𝑥8 camera setup as used for capturing the 

HaToy dataset and one of the center positions is chosen as the desired starting cell. One of the interesting 

advantages of this proposed algorithmic re-ordering technique, is the flexibility of building the layout 

depending on the camera grid and also selecting the desired key frame to construct the pseudo re-ordering 

sequence around it. This ensures that the algorithm can be adapted to the different camera grid layouts, 

depending on the capturing setup and the user can always select the key frame with the most scene content 

for prediction. 
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13 10 9 11 45 44 46 48 

12 8 5 6 42 41 43 47 

14 7 2 3 39 38 40 49 

15 16 4 1 34 35 37 50 

17 18 19 27 30 33 36 51 

21 20 22 26 29 32 52 53 

24 23 25 28 31 56 54 55 

64 63 62 61 60 58 57 59 
 

Figure 18: Re-ordering Layout for an 8x8 camera setup 

6.2.3 Configuration File 

The coding structure in the configuration file is built with the SAI (selected as the desired start position for 

re-ordering) as the Intra frame. As, mentioned in section 4.1.2, the picture reference lists for the coding 

structure are generated for the last 8 coded frames as references. Consecutive SAIs are coded using the 

HEVC predictive coding profile, where the already predicted SAIs from the decoded picture buffer are utilized 

for prediction. 

6.2.4 Output 

The coded .h265 streams can be rendered using any current production workflows. As we have not 

introduced any changes to the codec itself, the approach can be easily adapted on any current production 

workflows. 

7.  Conclusion 

This deliverable documents the tools developed in the context of WP3 “New Technologies for Asset 

Creation”. Implementations required to adapt lightfield representations and encodings that are compatible 

with current production workflows are reported. Also, the integration of the captured lightfield as an asset 

by several SAUCE partners are described, that includes the ‘Unfolding’ asset (USAAR, FA, TCD, UPF, BUT) 

and the ‘HaToy’ asset (USAAR, TCD, BUT). Laboratory testing and refinement of the transcoders have been 

discussed in detail and further tests and evaluations performed with the assets during the remaining tenure 

of the project will be progressively reported in the upcoming work packages. 
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